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second. The MSI desktop is built with MSI fan cooling graphics cards - Graphics cards of the GeForce RTX series™ 20. Aside from performance up to 40% better than GeForce GTX 10 Series, MSI RTX™ 20 series of cards also have cooling efficiency, featuring a dual fan design and double ball bearings
to ensure long-term performance. This revolutionary architecture, combined with our new GeForce RTX platform™, combines real-time ray tracking, artificial intelligence and programmable shading. You've never created and enjoyed games like this before. Tracking rays is the ultimate solution for realistic
lighting, reflections and shadows, offering a level of realism far beyond what is possible with traditional rendering techniques. NVIDIA Turing™ is the first GPU capable of tracking rays in real time. GeForce RTX™ GPUs, are loaded with next-generation GDDR6 memory, DirectX 12 support, and more. It's
graphics anew. The Trident X Plus is the smallest desktop gaming computer in the world to enable an Intel® 9th generation Core i9 processor. Make a huge leap in performance with the 1st-core i9-9900 K processor in history! The experience has increased gameplay and faster visualization to 50%
performance. The Trident X Plus is the first compact desktop PC that includes a SFX power supply and a spectacular latest MSI GeForce RTX™ graphics card, in case of only 10 litres in volume. The Trident X Plus series is aimed at gamers who require PC to play the highest performance. With Intel
series processors® the 9th Gen Core™ i9/i7 K and MSI GeForce RTX graphics card™ Trident X Plus can provide impressive performance for any task, including game editing and video. To protect your most important component of your PC and MSI Graphics Card, we've developed it upright. This will
prevent the map from bending or damaging the PCI-E slot during transportation. A PC the size of a Trident X Plus often comes with a giant, heavy external adapter. With advanced engineering abilities, MSI has managed to supply a power supply in the case of the Trident X Plus, making it a real compact
PC with great portability. Trident X Plus collocates the main components on both sides - Remove the stand on the bottom and two side panels, then you can upgrade the components in simplicity. Classic or edgy? We let you decide! Both the classic black sidebar and the sturdy 4mm-thick transparent
glass panel are at your disposal with this game monster. The Trident X Plus carries a legacy with its door-like hardened glass sidebar. Once customers have changed their native metal sidebar with a hardened glass, they can easily pull the glass panel open like a door that allows them to upgrade the
processor, memory or hard drive without noise. Cooling is essential for gaming systems. MsI Trident X Plus is equipped with a special and MSI cooling technology called Silent Storm Cooling 3. By dividing the processor, VGA and PSU in different cameras with optimized airflow, the cooling systems are
fully adjusted and ready for many hours of play without breaking a sweat. Msi Msi The product is equipped with the latest Standard Wi-Fi 6 802.11ax and speeds of up to 2.4 Gbps, which is 3 times faster than the Ethernet network. The delay is also 75% lower than that of the previous generation. With Wi-
Fi 6 technology, MSI is destined to break the myth of wireless speed. Optional. Can vary depending on the SKU and the country. Supported only by the AX200 series configuration and may require a driver update. The perfect combination of an exciting MSI graphics card and triple curved gaming monitors
provides the most immersive and luxurious gaming experience. Set up Trident X Plus with mystical light. You can choose any of the colors from the palette to match the design of your systems and other devices, and have more LED effects to choose from. Get ready to be amazed by the all-new Nahimic
3 and live game immersion like never before! With a simple and intuitive new user interface, Nahimic 3 further enhances the game's 3D surround sound, and even more limited control over music, movies and conference calls. SHADOW OF THE TOMB RAIDER © 2018 Square Enix Limited. Developed by
Eidos Interactive Corporation. All rights are reserved. All images and descriptions are only for illustrative purposes. Product specification, function and appearance can vary depending on the different GPU. For detailed specifications, please consult the product specification page. Intel® UHDGraphics630
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